Booker T. Washington High School Course Outline for Pre-AP English II - IB-MYP -- Mrs. Waugh
Course Theme for World Literature-The Danger of a Single Story: Shaping and Challenging Perspectives

A Long Way Gone (summer reading) -- (MYP Global Context: orientation in time and space) Inquiry question: : Why is it important for people and cultures to construct narratives about their experiences? How might it feel to live through a conflict that disrupts your way of life? In the face of adversity, what causes some individuals to prevail while others fail? What are the consequences of war and how do these vary based on an individual or cultural perspective?
	Ishmael Mandala
	Comprehensive exam over novel / essay

African Literature: The Danger of a Single Story -- (MYP Global Context: orientation in time and space) Inquiry questions: What is the danger of a single story? How do families shape our identity/actions and what is the individual ultimately responsible for? How do social customs create/affect our sense of identity? How can we work to understand literature from a different culture / time period - what themes transcend? How can we work as a community to discuss and unpack meaning from a text?
	Short stories: characterization, irony, setting, tone, annotations

“Danger of a Single Story” by Chimamanda Adichie from TedTalks
Single Story personal narrative writing	
"Cell One" by Chimamanda Adichie
Scribbling the Cat excerpt by Alexandra Fuller
"Looking for a Rain God" by Bessie Head
"Once Upon a Time" by Nadine Gordimer
Things Fall Apart by Chinua Achebe
Socratic Seminar - graded discussion
Ancient Greece: Drama, Arguments, and more drama – (MYP Global Context: identities and relationships) Discussions about fate, truth, and the fairness of life will guide our exploration of these Ancient Greek tragedies. Not only will we explore these texts in the realm of their time period and culture, but we will connect lessons to our ever-changing modern world.  Inquiry questions: Why is life not always fair? How does the single story apply to the plays we read and watch during this unit? Is it always better to know truth, no matter what the consequences are? 
	Oedipus by Sophocles
	Greek tragedies and theater
	Modern day Oedipus skits
	Stichomythia
	Antigone (film) -- Movie Critique
	Julius Caesar, Aristotle's Elements of Tragedy, rhetorical analysis

Rhetorical Modes: Developing Style and Voice - (MYP Global Context: identities and relationships) Inquiry questions: How does an understanding of the rhetorical modes and grammar help students write effective narratives?  How does a writer use language devices (diction, imagery, symbolism, figurative language) for specific effects in short stories? How can we demonstrate our understanding of short stories through writing?
	Descriptive Writing - modern excerpts from Palahniuk, King, Meyer, Kerouac, descriptive workshop
	Narrative writing - dialogue, jumble story, plot pyramid
	Cause and Effect - diamante poems, transitions
	Process Analysis - how-to activity, in-class writing
	Compare and Contrast - feature by feature, subject by subject, Venn diagrams, transitions
	Argument - Sell Rock-n-roll to the PTA, logical fallacies, ethos / pathos / logos, rhetorical analysis
	Creative Writing MYP Assessment: Apocalypse / Survival story, creative writing, and publishing 

Shakespeare and Western Europe: Secrets and Deceptions -- ( (MYP Global Context: identities and relationships) -Think of how exciting it is to know something that most other people don’t or how daunting it is to keep a secret when you know it is deceptive and harmful. Inquiry question: How does it feel when you have been lied to or deceived? How does a single story affect Othello?
	Othello 
	Leo Africanus analysis, primary sources, and the single story
	Globe theater, Shakespeare biography, symbolism, characterization, irony
	Temptation scene analysis, soliloquy analysis
	Aristotle's Elements of Tragedy
	Othello Mock Trial or Story board project – Cinematic still and symbolism

World Mysteries - (MYP Global Contexts: orientation in time and place) Let's discover a mystery that is unsolved and use those persuasive writing skills to convince a reader that you have solved the mystery using credible sources. Inquiry questions: Why is research valuable? How do you evaluate sources for reliability and credibility? How and why do you use parenthetical citations and Works Cited? What is plagiarism and what are the consequences for the offense?
	Argument theory

Sources - good vs. bad, library databases
	MLA formatting, the writing process: notecards, thesis, outlines, rough draft, peer editing 
	Plagiarism
	Music and copyrights: Vanilla Ice vs. Queen
	Arthur cartoon and Stephen Ambrose NPR episode
	Researched Essay MYP Assessment- Unsolved mysteries research - pick an unsolved mystery, research theories surrounding the mystery, then convince the reader which theory is the most probable. 
Western and Eastern Europe: Holocaust Literature and Indifference - (MYP Global Contexts: orientation in time and space) Inquiry questions: What can such a catastrophe tell us about human nature? What comparable examples are there of people’s inhumanity to others? Where does one draw the line between obeying the law or obeying one’s conscience? What is the role and responsibility of the individual in society? Why is the study of the Holocaust relevant today?
	The Others - a group research project

Socratic Seminar
Holocaust poetry, non-fiction articles, excerpts from Night, and The Boy in the Striped Pajamas (film), Elie Wiesel Nobel Prize speech
Propaganda analysis /rhetorical analysis
“Never Again” by Wu-Tang Clan, “Holland, 1945” by Neutral Milk Hotel – reflection paper and synthesis including Night
TPCASTT, diction, rhetorical analysis, irony, restraint, syntax, annotations
The Americas: Music vs. Poetry-- (MYP Global Context: personal and cultural expression) Inquiry questions: How are literary devices used in poetry? How do we analyze poems to understand the author's purpose? Can song lyrics and poetry share similarities in expression?
"Wild Geese" by Mary Oliver
	"Sawdust and Diamonds" by Joanna Newsom, "Winter" by Tori Amos, “On the Beach at Night” by Walt Whitman
	Focus on the writing process
TPCASTT, annotations, close reading, Venn diagram, parenthetical citations, thesis writing, outlines, MLA formatting, peer editing
Literary Analysis MYP assessment: compare and contrast song lyrics with a poem of a shared subject or theme
The Media and Gender Roles in American Culture-- (MYP Global Contexts: Orientation in time and space/ identities and relationships) – Inquiry questions: How does the media affect the way we grow up and see ourselves? What is feminism? What are the consequences of perpetuating gender stereotypes? If media can be used as an instrument of change, what are some ideas to change how they use stereotypes to create bias/ inequities / stereotypes?
	Miss Representation documentary

Excerpts from Dream Worlds documentary
“Barbie Doll” by Margie Piercy
“The Story of an Hour”, “The Yellow Wallpaper”, excerpts from A Handmaid’s Tale (possible whole book)
YouTube videos: Emma Watson, Joseph Gordon Levitt, “Run Like a Girl” commercial
Redesign an advertisement with a negative gender stereotype and presentation
Graded discussion
Chinese Literature: Relationships and Revolution -- (MYP Global Context: Fairness and Development) We will explore Literature of Ancient China and then focus on the Cultural Revolution through modern authors. Inquiry questions: How do institutions restrict our sense of self and identity? What enables us to transcend these restrictions?
	Confucianism--5 basic relationships, Advice column
	The Cultural Revolution
	Mao’s Little Red Book: intro to audience/purpose/message
	Self-criticism: Saboteur by Ha Jin
	Bandwagon: "The Mao Button" and satire
	Balzac and the Little Chinese Seamstress as possible outside reading or watch and analyze Mao's Last Dancer, if time permits	

Iran: Historical Context and Cultural Perspective-- (MYP Global Context: identities and relationships) - inquiry question: How does warfare and revolution affect children? There will be a strong emphasis on the connection to ALWG and Cultural Revolution in China.  How does the single story affect Marji? How does our single stories shape the way we think of Islam and the Middle East? How do we reshape our perspectives about certain cultures that promote understanding and acceptance?
	Persepolis by Marjane Satrapi
	Discussion of historical and cultural context of Iran, specifically the Iranian Revolution and Islam
	How to analyze a graphic novel
	Socratic Seminar
	Watch and discuss episodes of No Reservations, 30 Days, and the movie Persepolis

Eastern Europe: Through the Critical Looking Glass - (MYP Global Context: identities and relationships) Inquiry questions: What do people need to be happy?  Does modern life support those needs, or work against them? What makes humans feel powerless? Why do people sometimes feel at odds with members of their own families? What are the qualities that make someone “human”?  Can a non-human be human?  Can a human be inhumane?
	The Metamorphosis by Franz Kafka

Critical Lenses research project 
Latin America: Magical Realism and Cultural Identity -- (MYP Global Context: fairness and development) Inquiry questions: How do religious, generational, and cultural conflicts influence the style, content and theme of Latin and Central American literary works? 
	“The Censors” (Argentina)

“Tell Them Not to Kill Me!” (Mexico)
	Magical realism: “A Very Old Man with Enormous Wings” (Colombia)
	Pablo Neruda poetry (Chile)

On-going
Sentence Composing for High School –Grammar focusing on clauses and phrases (and possible punctuation campaign posters) 
Syntax (specifically looking at Muhammad Ali, Charles Dickens, E.B. White, Kate Chopin)
SAT Vocabulary, Greek/Latin roots, prefixes, and suffixes and literary terms with examples
	Bellringers including Analytical Reading and Reasoning workbook, journaling, grammar, quote analysis, MLA practice
	Writing Process including Schaffer method, context/quote/analysis and peer editing

Advanced Placement in-class writing practice and practice tests
Annotations / Close reading skills

Movies shown throughout the year to supplement certain lessons: Freedom Writers, Dead Poets Society, and various clips from historical documentaries and Disney films 
***Ideas, wording, and phrasing borrowed from Meredith Deaton, Stephanie Reed, and Eileen Erickson

